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Welcome To 2dollar Store all our products comes with Resale Rights.Buy from here and sell it anywhere

and make big profits or you can use it for your Personal Use. Product Details--- An Astonishing New

Software Package That Will Generate Meta Tags Quick-As-A-Whip...PLUS.... Get Rid of Those Annoying

eMail Harvesters For GOOD! ....WITH RESELL RIGHTS.... Have you ever wondered how some

webmasters just seem to have the knack for bringing in LOTS of web site traffic? Well if you've ever

wished for better web site traffic and need a Cheap way to obtain it, then you'll be interested in this hot

new software package! So how's your web site traffic stats looking? Getting visitors in the droves yet? (If

you answered yes, you don't really need this product.) Look, let's face it..if your answer is no, then your

web business won't go very far. I don't mean to rain on your parade, but that's just the cold hard truth. If

you answered no, then please read this sales page carefully. I'm about to introduce to you a brand new

Windows software package that will help you optimize your web site pages for all of the search engines

so that you can bring in more targeted visitors!! Introducing...Meta Whiz V.1 .. Brand New Software For

Effective Search Engine Optimization! Do your web pages display the correct Meta Tag Codes? If not,

you could be losing out on higher search engine rankings. Did you know that if you do not have the

correct meta codes on your pages that searchers could be turned off by your search results? It's true! For

those of you who aren't sure what Meta Tags are, let me explain a bit here before going any deeper. Web

Definition:: "A special HTML tag that provides information about a Web page. Unlike normal HTML tags,

meta tags do not affect how the page is displayed. Instead, they provide information such as who created

the page, how often it is updated, what the page is about, and which keywords represent the page's

content. Many search engines use this information when building their indices." In simple terms, Meta

tags are HTML codes that are inserted into the header on a web page, after the title tag. They take a

variety of forms and serve a variety of purposes, but in the context of search engine optimization when

people refer to meta tags, they are usually referring to the meta description tag and the meta keywords

tag. Now here are the top reasons for having the correct Meta Tags on your web site.... #1 Listing

Enhancement. Meta Tags provide search engine spiders with the keywords that are relevant to your web
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site page. #2 Google Bots and Other Robots. There are search engines which look for a META Robot tag

to determine how they index your site. If you want it to index the pages linked from your main page, you

will need to place a META Robots tag on each of your web pages. #3 Proper Optimization. Having

properly written Meta Tags is one of the first steps to optimizing your web pages for the search engines.

#4 STOP Thieves. Some unscrupulous webmasters on the net will hijack your site pages by "framing"

them. This is where your site pages show up in a frame on the hijacker's site. This is bad for business.

The correct meta tag can actually prevent this from happening. #5 STOP eMail Harvesters and

Spammers. If you're a webmaster you probably receive junk eMail at addresses you have not used other

then listing them on your web site. You receive these junk eMails because of eMail harvesting bots that

scan web pages in search of listed eMail addresses. Again, the correct meta tag can actually prevent this

from happening! META WHIZ V.1 FEATURES... Open, Edit, Save Meta Files - You can save, open, and

edit any meta tag file you generate using the software interface. This comes in handy if you should ever

need to go back and change your meta tags or just for backup purposes. Step-by-Step Instructions- No

Meta tag knowledge is necessary to run this software. In fact, Meta Whiz 1.0 will take you by the hand

and will ask you each necessary question one step at a time. At the end, it will spit out the necessary

code in two formats. Easy as pie. Easy Fill In The Blank Interface- Simply fill in the blank to generate your

meta tag codes. It's really that simple! TWO Generation Outputs- Meta Whiz V.1 will generate your code

and deliver it to you in two different outputs: Copy to your clipboard OR eMail the code. (Useful if you

want to provide a meta tag generation service to your clients!) Professional Meta Tag Code Generation-

You can create an unlimited number meta tag sets quickly and easily with this new software. Meta Whiz

V.1 will provide you with the key codes that your web pages must have for proper inclusion in most

search engines including the codes for eMail harvesting and frame breaking! On Board Resources &

Meta Tag Information - I've also included a resource section that explains what meta tags are, how to

generate your keywords and even links to free keword software! META WHIZ V.1 WILL GENERATE

CODES FOR THE FOLLOWING TAGS: Title Keywords Description Author Copyright Rating No Spam

No Framing Robots Resource Type Revisit After Distribution SOME MORE INCREDIBLE BENEFITS OF

OWNING THIS PACKAGE TODAY.... Gain more web traffic by programming the right meta codes. Save

time and money. Super Easy to Install! Keep eMail harvest bots off your web pages for good! Stop other

webmasters from framing your web sites pages! Option of offering a Meta Tag generation service to your



clients! There are endless benefits and possibilities using Meta Whiz V.1! Make $$ reselling this software

or adding it to your membership site! Knowledge of Meta Tags are not necessary! If you can copy html

code ...you can use this software! Product Rights--- Resale Rights Retail Value ---$37 Plus More bonuses

To Your Great Sucess Singh our store 2dollarstore.tradebit Thousands Of Ebooks And Softwares For

Resale. Tags: meta tag software seo software
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